
An experiment with line engraving

The Aim of these experiments is to add colour
to line engravings

Why line engravings;
  
        Faster than fill engraving
        Fine detail for line drawings
        Lower power requirements

Why add colour;

       Can add contrast to the engraving
       Show detail on dark timber
       Add more interest to the finished project

The attached files were chosen randomly from the internet to
demonstrate the effect of engraving with line rather than fill.

The test materials are 3mm poplar and 3mm western red cedar.
The poplar to show the engraving on light timber and Western 
red cedar for a dark colour.

Both species are similar in density and can hold a sharp edge
when engraved. Dissimilar species can effect the desired result

A very fine kerf  0.18 mm was set to emphasize the detail and 
power lowered to achieve a shallow engraving. The speed 
selected meant that the engraving was done in 1.8 minutes.

The same settings are used for all examples. to maintain some
reference to the results.

Control line engraving on Poplar

Standard line engraving on 
3mm poplar. Fine kerf and 
shallow depth

Sufficient detail and contrast
to show the engraving at its
best. 

Quick to engrave. 

Same engraving on Western Red Cedar

Same settings as the
control engraving
Notice how the black 
engraved lines do not 
show up a clearly as the
engraving on lighter timber
 

To improve the visibility of the engraving on dark timber  it can
be engraved  out of focus to produce thicker lines, but the 
problem remains as the contrast between the lines and the 
background is low.

If the lines could be engraved WHITE  !!!!  then the engraving 
would be more visible. Unfortunately the laser cannot burn
WHITE lines

A solution is at hand.

That is to engrave wider lines and fill the engraving with colour.

To achieve wider lines,  in the original design, the Offset tool in
 lightburn is used and the offset  set to approximately 75 % of 
the initial line width

Example 
If the original kerf was  .18 mm then set the offset to 0.03 mm

 
In this enlarged image the 
off set is shown in blue and is 
set to the inside of the shape.

This will correspond with the 
individual shapes of the sample
bird image 

To achieve the thickness of line  that will accept the fill 
material , repeat the offset 6 times. 
The total engraved line width is now aprox .83 mm. inside 
the original outine

The offset should produce a line engraving with almost no
 centre peaks. If the offset is too wide the peaks left behind 
will interfere with the fill material. 

6 Paths 

Exagerated diagram of 
the 6 light paths

. 

A Note about the artwork
If your artwork has individual elements that are close together,
as in the bird example, then the offset should be set to the
 inside so as not to etch away any free standing material 
 between the  shapes. Correspondingly, elements further apart
 can have the offset to the outside. 

Be sure to analyse your artwork before deciding on either
inside or outside offsets

Closeup of birds head
showing original path 
(black) and subsequent
paths (Blue)

Lightburn settings

All of the paths are on the one layer (black).
Your prefered depth can be set by either the speed or the power.
Focus is set at 1/2 the thickness of the material.

To limit the amount of spead of filler material , a transfer film 
(paper) is placed on top of the work to reduce soot spread.

Run your laser and after completion DO NOT REMOVE the
transfer paper (film)

Fill Material

Any number of products can be used to fill the void cut into 
the surface of your work. Paint(thick), resin etc but a timber
filler, available in a variety of wood colours, Timbermate is ideal
because of its consistency and drys hard.

Rub the “Timbermate” firmly into the voids and build up to the
level of your transfer film (Contact film is ideal as if does not
break apart when rubbed)

Wait for the filler material to be completely dry and sand of 
flat with fine sandpaper,

Use a damp rag to remove any excess filler dust.

Result for filled line engraving 
filled with timbermate.

Whilst the Timbermate dries hard
a thin coating of thin CA glue will
harden the surface more and will
dry clear

Further options

The graphic below was etched using the fill
method and the soot was wiped clean with 
a damp rag before filling it  with 2 separate
colours of Timbermate. 

The result is not as elegant but would work
for a simpler clipart type design.
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